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Analytical, detail-oriented and collaborative IT Specialist with more than twenty-
five years of successful experience providing end user support to hundreds of 
clients. Collaborates with team members to plan, schedule and brainstorm diverse
methods to ensure key performance indicators are met and exceeded. Facilitates 
comprehensive transitions to new software platforms for entire companies, 
integrating key upgrades into existing networks to enhance efficiency and 
continuously improve output.

1999 – 2019
DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST II - AMWAY CORPORATION

 Coordinated projects to research, develop and implement Windows 7 support 
for more than 600 clients.

 Troubleshot and reconciled all potential complications, optimizing ticketing 
systems to ensure productivity and maximize efficiency.

 Consulted with local specialists to strategize and brainstorm hardware solutions,
providing specifications given by engineering teams to ensure strict compliance.

 Collaborated with up to 10 personnel to improve registration and integration of 
new employees.

 Analyzed HR reports and other factors to develop innovative plans to streamline
onboarding processes, formulating templates and documentation to optimize 
efficiency.

 Utilized Microsoft Active Directory to maintain complex policies to clearly 
distribute information and improve accessibility of network resources.

 Designed user and system profiles to maintain availability.

1998 – 1999
DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Desktop Support Successfully completed contract Scheduled appointments for 
over 170 field representatives and district managers to free space on their hard 
drives via phone and Lotus Notes.

 Confirmed user was logged on to the VPN and used Dameware to remote 
control their PC to run scripts.

 Uninstalled any non-approved software.
 Used Excel to track the number of users resolved, software removed and freed 

space.
 Actively tracked, escalated and followed up on cases using Clarify Clear Support

Console.
 Walked users through procedures when they were not able to connect to VPN.
 Provided users exceptional customer service and educated users on how to 
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maintain their laptops for optimal future performance..

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship - 
(University of Phoenix)

SKILLS

Cisco Networking, Desktop Support, IT, Microsoft Office, Customer Service, Customer 
Support, Supervisory Skills.
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